Dear Applicant

Thank you for taking the time to request further information for the position of Class Based Teacher. Governors are seeking to appoint an enthusiastic teacher preferably with a strong knowledge of Autism that strives at every opportunity to be outstanding. If you have energy, ideas and a creative mind to promote and develop the high standards of the school, this could be the position for you.

The successful candidate will be able to:

- Demonstrate the qualities of outstanding teaching
- Personalise learning to enable access and progress for all
- Support the development of a curriculum for a "World Class School"

The successful candidate will be someone whose key qualities are:

- Commitment to continuous improvement
- Ability to motivate and inspire students and support staff
- Excellent communication skills
- A good understanding or willingness to learn about special educational needs, in particular ASC

In June 2017 Ofsted said that we were a “Good” school with many Outstanding factors. However, as Selly Oak Trust School provides learning opportunities for 386 students and is the largest special school on a single site in the UK, "Good" can only be considered as our baseline. We want you to play an active role in moving the school from "Good" to "Outstanding" and beyond.

If you are ready to take up the challenge, please complete the application form and in your letter of application we would like you to indicate what skills and qualities you would bring to the team and address the following question.

Share with us how you are an outstanding inclusive practitioner that injects fun and creativity into the challenge and stretch of everyday teaching.

Mr C M Field
Head Teacher

Aspire  Thrive  Achieve